For learning tasks with few examples, greater classication accuracy can be achieved by learning several concept descriptions for each class in the data and producing a classication that combines evidence from multiple descriptions. Stochastic (randomized) search can be used to generate many concept descriptions for each class. Here we use a tractable approximation to the optimal Bayesian method for combining evidence from multiple descriptions. Learning multiple descriptions is very useful when additional data is dicult to obtain. The primary result of this paper is that multiple concept descriptions are particularly helpful for improving accuracy in hypothesis spaces in which there are many equally good rules to learn. Another result is experimental evidence that learning multiple rule sets yields more accurate classications than learning multiple rules for concepts containing many disjuncts.
Introduction
The general multi-class learning task takes as input a set of concepts (classes) that partition the data, samples of exemplars of each concept and a set of \background concepts." Its output is a description for each class in terms of the background concepts. The descriptions are then used to classify a previously unseen example to one of the concepts. We present a method for learning multiple concept descriptions (each concept description being a rule set) for each concept in the learning task and for combining evidence from these concept descriptions. Evidence is combined from all the descriptions for a given class to produce a nal number that signies how strongly the evidence indicates that the test example should be assigned to that class.
Our experiments show that the resulting classications are more accurate than those made by the single concept description that is learned from the same data using greedy hill-climbing search. We present results on the following relational problems: predicting nite-element mesh granularity ( [8] ), learning the concept of \illegality" in the King-Rook-King domain (KRK, [14] ), deciding whether a part of an opticallyscanned document contains the date of the document ( [9] ) and predicting whether a person is required to make payments on their student loan ( [16] ). Although previous work has shown that learning multiple concept descriptions increases accuracy for some kinds of concept descriptions (e.g. decision trees, [5] ) there has been no prior work in learning multiple concept descriptions where each description is a rule set or in learning multiple concept descriptions for relational concepts. A concept is called a relational concept with respect to some set of relations if it can be succintly described using those relations.
In this paper we present HYDRA-MM which extends the relational learning algorithm HYDRA ( [1, 2, 3] ) to learn more than one model (gure 1). A concept description is a set of rules that all conclude for the same class. A model is a set of concept descriptions, one for each class in the data. Learning multiple models implies learning multiple concept descriptions for each class. Learning multiple concept descriptions and combining evidence is one way to improve accuracy on \real world" concepts which may not be accurately representable by a set of necessary and sucient rules but which may need evidence combination from many sources. Rules that are not completely sucient are modeled in HYDRA by attaching a degree of logical suciency (LS, [7] ) to each rule.
The primary goal of this research is to characterize the conditions under which learning multiple descriptions is benecial to accuracy. Another goal is to use Bayesian probability theory which postulates that for optimal accuracy, one should make classications based on votes from all hypotheses in the hypothesis space, each vote weighted by the posterior probability of the hypothesis. In practice, however, it is only possible to use a small set of descriptions (hypotheses) so we aim to nd the N most probable descriptions. The third goal of this research is to show that using multiple rule sets is a better approach than using multiple rules (gure 2, [12] ). These approaches dier in that the multiple rules approach tries to model each class with a single, conjunctive rule. However, there are many classes that cannot be accurately modeled with just a single rule with respect to the given set of background concepts.
There has been no previous work in learning multiple rule sets for each class. Because many concepts cannot be accurately modeled using just a single rule, this suggests that the rule sets approach should be able to obtain higher accuracies on such concepts and it should be able to do equally well on other concepts. The 2nd concept description for class a Figure 2 . The multiple rules approach learns multiple descriptions for each concept. However, because each description consists of a single rule rather than a rule set, it cannot easily model concepts containing multiple disjuncts (subconcepts).
experiments presented in section 7.2 bear this out. Concepts that can only be accurately modeled using more than one rule are said to have multiple disjuncts (subconcepts) with respect to the given set of background concepts. More precisely, a concept is said to contain multiple disjuncts, if there is no purely conjuctive rule 1 for that concept with respect to the given set of variables and hypothesis language that is consistent with all examples and non-examples of that concept. The next section describes what relational descriptions are and why one would want to learn such descriptions. Section 3 describes the main issues in learning and using multiple descriptions. Section 4 presents the theoretical background for multiple descriptions. Following that, the basic learning strategy used in this work (the separate and conquer strategy) is presented. Section 6 presents HYDRA and section 7 presents the evaluation of our approach. This rule concludes that a woman with some set of values for the variables (Age,...,Degree-of-Malignancy) has breast cancer if she is older than 50 years of age and the degree of malignancy is greater than 3 units. Procedurally, the rule takes as input an example which is a sequence of values for the variables and checks to see if those values satisfy all the conditions. If so, we say that the rule covers or matches the example and that the example satises the rule. To clarify the terminology used earlier, the learning task here is to classify examples to one of the two classes (breast-cancer, not-breast-cancer) and > is an example of a background concept. Because it is clear that only one entity is involved in an attribute-value rule, sometimes such a rule is written in the following form:
breast-cancer Age > 50, Degree-of-Malignancy > 3.
By contrast, relational rules can involve measurements of more than one entity:
breast-cancer(W1) age(W1,Age), >(Age,50), mother(W1,W2), breast-cancer(W2).
This relational rule concludes that a woman has breast cancer if she is older than 50 years of age and if her mother has breast cancer. It uses the 2-arity relations age, > and mother, and the 1-arity relation breast-cancer. This rule is called a recursive rule because a concept (breast-cancer) appears in the conclusion and the conditions of the rule. The general relational learning task is dened as follows. The learning task takes as input (1) a collection of examples belonging to a set of specied classes (e.g. breast-cancer, not-breast-cancer) which partition the example space and (2) a set of background relations or background concepts (e.g. mother( , )) for which full extensional denitions are provided to the learning algorithm. An extensional denition is a set of all sequences of length two of symbols for which the relation mother is true. For example, (jim,mary) would be in the extensional denition of mother if mary is the mother of jim. The learning task then is to build a concept description for each class using combinations of the background relations (gure 1). An example is a sequence of ground terms (such as (1,foo)) that is intended to match against the head of a rule. A rule such as class-a(X,Y) b(X),c(Y) consists of a head (class-a(X,Y)) and a body which is a conjunction of literals (b(X),c(Y)). Classication of a novel test example proceeds as follows: an attempt is made to match the example with each rule for every class. Hopefully, only rules of one class will match with the example and so it will be classied to that class. Section 6 discusses what to do if it matches with rules of more than one class or if it does not match with any rules of any class.
Issues in learning multiple descriptions
Three major decisions that need to be made when using multiple descriptions are the choice of type of model, the method for generating multiple models from the same data set and the method for combining evidence from the descriptions. First, we consider whether to learn multiple rules or multiple rule sets. Two objectives motivate our work on learning multiple rule sets. First, to ensure that more than one attempt is made to learn a rule for each disjunct of each class. Second, to ensure that each minor disjunct (a disjunct that may correspond to a small fraction of the examples of a class) is modeled by a rule. Figure 3 illustrates a concept containing a major disjunct (large dark circle) and a minor disjunct (small dark circle). Light lines indicate the coverage of learned rules that try to approximate the underlying disjuncts. The leftmost gure illustrates what is learned using a separate and conquer technique (e.g. FOIL, [18] ) which learns an approximation (rule) for the rst disjunct and then removes from the training set the examples covered by that rule in order to learn subsequent rules. In the separate and conquer approach each rule attempts to model one disjunct in the concept. The middle gure illustrates what may be learned by a multiple rules approach in which each rule tries to model an entire concept (both disjuncts). The gure illustrates that because the approach is trying to cover both disjuncts with one rule, and because this cannot be done well in terms of the given set of background concepts, the result is that the learned rule is overly general and covers area outside the rst class. Thus, it would have the undesirable consequence of matching test examples of the second class. Finally, the rightmost gure illustrates that HYDRA-MM applies the separate and conquer strategy many times, learning more than one approximation for each disjunct. Thus, HYDRA-MM meets both the criterion for multiple approximations and the criterion for modeling minor disjuncts.
Next, we consider the issue of choosing a method to generate multiple descriptions for the same data set. Previous methods for generating multiple concept descriptions include beam search ( [19, 5] ), user-intervention ( [13] ), n-fold crossvalidation ( [11] ) and stochastic search ( [12] ). The beam search approach works by collecting the N best rules as ranked by some measure such as information gain ( [18] ). Because this is a multiple rules approach it suers from the shortcomings we have already mentioned. The user-intervention approach works by allowing the user to examine the best candidate decision nodes for learning a decision tree and then letting the user decide which candidates should be used to learn distinct trees. The disadvantage with this approach is that most users can only be consulted a few times. The third approach, n-fold cross-validation, partitions the training set into n equal subsets and then uses leave-one-out on the subsets to generate n rule sets. In the leave-one-out approach, the i-th subset is excluded from the training set when learning the i-th rule set for a concept. Gams ([11] ) uses one version of this method in which a nal pass is made which learns using all the data and in which rules are only considered if they appeared in some large number of the n rule sets learned earlier. This approach has the disadvantage that the output is a single model rather than a set of models and most of the research on learning multiple descriptions has shown that keeping multiple models is a better idea than over-committing to one model. The last method for generating multiple descriptions, stochastic search, involves modifying greedy search in that instead of always selecting the best path, the best MAX-BEST paths are retained and a weighted random choice from that set of paths is made. This is the method used in this paper. Its disadvantage is that it requires an educated guess about the value of MAX-BEST but its advantage is that it generates descriptions such that the nal classications are more accurate than those made by combining evidence from descriptions learned by n-fold
Lastly, we consider the issue of evidence from descriptions. In this paper we will compare two evidence combination methods: the odds that maximizes p(cjx; T ) = X T inT p(cjx; T )p(T jx) (1) This means that we must estimate the posterior probability p(T jx) of each learned model and we must estimate the accuracy p(cjx; T ) of each model. In this work, to compute p(cjx; T ) we consider the subset of rules in the rule set for class i that have been satised by x. The accuracy of the most accurate rule in that subset is used for p(cjx; T ).
The other term in equation 1, the posterior probability of the tree, p(T jx), can be calculated using:
where p(T ) is the prior of the tree, B is the Beta function, 3 V is the number of leaves of the tree, 1 and 2 are parameters and n i;j denotes the number of training examples of class i at the j-th leaf of the tree.
Besides its use for classication, Buntine has observed that the posterior probability can also be used as a gain metric during learning. The metric is used during learning by choosing to add the decision node to a tree such that the posterior probability of the new tree is maximized. For learning a binary tree from two classes, the following instantiation of equation 2 denes a gain metric: pr 2 
where n 11 and n 21 respectively denote the numbers of positive and negative examples in the left branch of the node and n 12 and n 22 denote the numbers for the right branch. p(T ) denotes the prior probability of the tree resulting from addition of the decision node. This gain metric is called the Bayes metric. Ideally, one would want to learn the n most probable concept descriptions with their probability being evaluated globally, but instead we settle for the results of a greedy search. Now we convert equation 2 for use in classication with rule sets. A rule set can be viewed as a one-sided binary decision tree with compound tests at the nodes, each test corresponding to the body of one rule. Dierent orderings of rules correspond to dierent trees but all such trees will make identical classications. Letting n 1;ij and n 2;ij respectively denote the number of positive and negative training examples covered by the j-th rule of the i-th class, and V the set of rules in the model, we can 
Now consider using this theory for learning rule sets. Using the analogy between rule sets and decision trees, adding a condition to a rule is analogous to adding a condition to the compound test at a decision node. Therefore, change in the pr 2 (equation 3) measures the gain in posterior probability as a result of adding the condition. The problem with using pr 2 directly for learning rules is that pr 2 is symmetric so that a rule covering 5 (p) out of 10 (p 0 ) positive and 1 (n) out of 10 (n 0 ) negative examples will receive the same score as one covering 5 out of 10 negative and 1 out of 10 positive examples. Thus, we use a modied pr 2 function: one in which pr 2 is assigned 0 if p=n p 0 =n 0 . We use a value of 1 for 1 and 2 because that value is consistent with the weight to the prior used in Laplace's law of succession.
Separate and Conquer Strategy
HYDRA uses a separate and conquer control strategy (table 1) based on FOIL ( [18] ). In the separate and conquer strategy, rules are learned one at a time. Training examples covered by a rule are removed from the training set and subsequent rules are learned to cover the remaining examples.
A rule for a given class such as class-a(V1,V2) is learned by a greedy search strategy. The strategy starts with an empty rule body which covers all remaining positive and negative examples. Next, the strategy considers all literals that it can add to the rule body and ranks each by the information gained ( [18] ) by adding that literal. The information gain measure favors the literal whose addition to the rule body would cover many positive examples and exclude many negative examples. The strategy keeps adding literals to exclude negative examples until the rule covers no negative examples or there is no candidate literal with positive information gain (the latter condition can occur in noisy data sets). Examples covered by the rule are removed from the training set and the process continues to learn on the remaining examples, terminating when no more positive examples are left.
HYDRA
HYDRA is derived from FOCL ( [17] ) which added to FOIL the ability to learn using background knowledge dened in terms of partially correct rules. HYDRA diers from FOCL in three important ways.
1. HYDRA learns a set of rules for each class so that each set can compete to classify test examples. In [2] we show that this allows HYDRA to learn more accurate descriptions from noisy data.
2. HYDRA attaches the degree of logical suciency (LS -a measure of classication reliability) to each rule.
3. The metric used by HYDRA (ls-content) to rank literals trades o positive training coverage against training accuracy more in favor of coverage than is done by the information gain metric. Trading o in this manner discourages overtting noisy data.
Knowledge Representation-Rules learned by HYDRA are accompanied by a degree of logical suciency (our choice for measuring classication reliability). The degree of logical suciency of the j-th rule of the rule set for the i-th class is dened as follows: ls ij = p(rule ij ( ) = true j 2 Class i ) p(rule ij ( ) = true j 6 2 Class i ) (5) where represents an arbitrary example. The degree of logical suciency is a generalization of the notion of suciency that the body of a rule has for the head of that rule. Muggleton et al. ([15] ) show that training coverage is a more reliable indicator of the true accuracy of a rule than apparent accuracy measured from the training data. Accordingly, we choose to use LS as a reliability measure because it has the avor of measuring both coverage and accuracy.
In understanding how HYDRA classies a test example, the notion of representative rule is useful. The representative rule of a rule set R and a test example x is the rule with the highest reliability chosen from the subset of R that were satised by x. A representative rule is selected for each class for which x satised at least one rule. The test example is classied to the class whose representative rule has the highest reliability. When a test example satises no rule of any class, HYDRA guesses the most frequent class. In the representative rule approach, if more than one rule from a rule set is satised, that is not taken as greater evidence that the test example belongs to this class. Our experiments have shown ( [4] ) that this approach works well when the target description is a compact DNF form with respect to the given set of background concepts. The target description of a concept (with respect to some given set of background concepts) is dened as the shortest consistent description for that concept in terms of the given set of background concepts. Learning in HYDRA-HYDRA uses the same separate and conquer strategy used in FOCL. However, HYDRA uses the ls-content metric to rank literals. ls-content is dened as follows. Assume the j-th rule is being learned and it covers p positive training examples and n negative examples and p j and n j respectively denote the number of positive and negative examples uncovered by the rst j 0 1 learned rules. Then, ls-content is dened as the product of the reliability of the rule (LS) and the coverage (p) of the rule: ls-content(p; n; p j ; n j ) = ls(p; n; p j ; n j ) 2 p where ls(p; n; p j ; n j ) denotes how the ratio of probabilities in the denition of LS (equation 5) are computed from data. Using this metric HYDRA adds the literal whose addition to the rule maximizes gain with respect to ls-content. When there are no literals that cause an increase in ls-content or if the rule no longer covers any negative examples, HYDRA removes examples covered by the rule from the training set and learns subsequent rules on the remaining examples. HYDRA learns more accurate rules using ls-content than it does using information gain ( [2] ) for noisy data sets because ls-content puts a relatively greater emphasis on learning rules that cover more examples and hence overt noisy data to a lesser degree.
After all the rules have been learned, HYDRA forms an estimate of the degree of logical suciency ls ij associated with rule j of concept i. Note that LS is used as a measure during learning and also for classication reliability. After learning, the LS is estimated from the original set of training examples, not just from the examples uncovered by previously learned rules as used by equation 6. We use the Laplace estimate for a probability to compute the ratio of probabilities in the denition of LS. The Laplace estimate for the probability of an event that occurs on f occasions from a sequence of T trials is f+1 T +2 . Therefore, replacing the probabilities in the denition of LS by their Laplace estimates yields ls ij = ls(p; n; p 0 ; n 0 ) (p + 1)=(p 0 + 2) (n + 1)=(n 0 + 2)
where p 0 and n 0 respectively denote the numbers of positive and negative training examples (of Class i ) in the entire data set and p and n denote the numbers of examples covered by the rule. Rules with ls ij 1 are discarded.
Normally, we use LS as the reliability measure of a rule if the gain metric being used is ls-content. We use the Laplace estimate for the accuracy of a rule as the reliability measure if the the gain metric is the Bayes metric.
Learning multiple descriptions
Stochastic search is used to generate multiple concept descriptions. During learning a stochastically generated rule instead of choosing the single literal which maximizes the gain, the best MAX-BEST literals as ranked by the gain metric are considered. A literal is probabilistically chosen from this set with probability proportional to its gain. For the experiments described in section 7.1, we set MAX-BEST to 2. Even such a small value gives surprisingly good results. The remainder of this section describes two methods for combining evidence from multiple descriptions. The rst method uses LS's of rules to compute the posterior odds for a class. This method is used when the rules are learned using the ls-content metric. The second method, combines the accuracies of rules, weighted by the posterior probability of the model. This method is used when the rules were learned using the Bayes gain metric. 
In practice, for the odds multiplier of rule set M ij , we use the LS of the representative rule of M ij for the current test example.
Evidence combination using posterior probabilities
For our work with multiple concept descriptions learned using the Bayes gain metric, we use the Laplace estimate of the training accuracy of a rule. For a rule covering p positive and n negative training examples, this estimate is p+1 p+n+2 . This estimate has an advantage over the maximum likelihood estimate p p+n in that it does not automatically assign an accuracy of 1 to a rule covering say, one positive and no negative training examples. It is highly unlikely that such a rule would have an accuracy of 1 on test examples. Evidence combination from multiple descriptions of a class learned using the Bayes metric then proceeds as follows. If a i;j denotes the Laplace accuracy of the representative rule of the j-th concept description for class i and p i;j denotes the posterior probability (weight) of the j-th concept description of class i, the overall posterior probability of class i will be Posterior(i) = a i;1 2 p i;1 + . . . a i;n 2 p i;n (8) HYDRA-MM will then assign the test example to the class with the highest posterior probability.
Experimental Results
The main goal of our experiments is to see whether multiple concept descriptions are most useful in hypothesis spaces in which there are many, equally good rules to learn for the given gain metric. Other goals are to see how well the greedy approximation to posterior probability does in nding probable descriptions and to compare the multiple rule sets and multiple rules approaches. We are also interested in comparing the Bayes and ls-content metrics and seeing if using non-uniform priors has an advantage over using uniform priors. Table 2 lists results obtained for four algorithms: Lsc denotes learning with ls-content and using uniform priors of all classes during evidence combination. Lsc+p denotes learning with ls-content and using non-uniform priors (estimated using frequencies of each class in the training data) during evidence combination. These methods both learn the same set of rules: all classication dierences are due to the inuence of priors. Bayes denotes learning with the Bayes gain metric and voting using the accuracy of the rule and the probability of the model (equation 8). Accu is a simplication of Bayes in which concept descriptions vote using just the accuracy of a rule which is equivalent to assuming all models have equal posterior probability.
In addition to testing HYDRA-MM on relational problems, we also tested it on the following domains traditionally regarded as \attribute-value domains": breast cancer recurrence and lymph node classication, DNA promoter predicition, and the KRKP chess problem. In the DNA promoters domain we added the relation y(X) which is true if the nucleotide X is a t or a c, and the predicate r(X) which is true if X is an a or a g where a nucleotide is one of fa,g,t,cg.
Testing Methodology -For the nite-element mesh data set, the examples are derived from ve objects. Dzeroski and Bratko ([8] ) use a \leave one object out" testing strategy in which on the i-th trial, positive examples from object i are used for testing and positive and negative examples from other objects are used for training. The fact that testing never occurs on negative examples is important in explaining some of the results on this domain. Leave-one-out testing was used on the DNA promoters domain and ten-fold cross validation was used on the document block classication domain. For the King-Rook-King data sets, we used twenty independent training and test sets. For the cancer and lymphography data sets, we partitioned the data twenty times, each time using 70% for training and 30% for testing. For the students domain, we used 100 training and 900 testing examples and for the KRKP domain, we used 200 training and 1000 testing examples. In the King-Rook-King domain entries in Table 2 , the gure indicates number of training examples used. Twenty percent of the class labels were randomly reset, to simulate a 20% class noise level.
Discussion
First, we examine the basic question of whether using multiple models to make classications leads to increased accuracy. In this discussion, a dierence in accuracies is considered to exist only when the accuracies are signicantly dierent using the paired, two-tailed t-test for independent trials and the sign test for the DNA domain where the trials are leave-one-out. Table 2 shows that using multiple descriptions leads to increased accuracy for all tasks except the King-Rook-King task with 160 training examples and a 20% class noise level and some Mesh variants. Our hypothesis is that multiple concept descriptions help most in domains where there are many, equally good rules to learn. To measure this during the learning process of adding a literal to a rule, we keep track of the percentage of occasions on which multiple candidates tied for the best gain (column 8 of Table 2 ). Table 2 demonstrates a positive correlation between domains for which there are many ways to learn good rules and the domains most helped by multiple models. Table 2 indicates that multiple concept descriptions are most helpful in the DNA promoters domain with respect to the ls-content metric. In fact, for this domain, the fraction of occasions on which 10 or more candidates tied for the best gain was an astonishing 12.2%! The average number of candidate literals that tied for the highest information gain during learning on this domain was 6.2. That means, on average, the deterministic learning algorithm has to make an arbitrary choice among those six or so literals but using the multiple models approach, we can retain more than one of those options. A natural question to ask is whether the two gain metrics used lead to signicantly dierent accuracies. Table 2 compares a single, deterministically learned description learned using the Bayes metric to one learned using the ls-content metric. The table shows that Bayes does signicantly better on four domains, signicantly worse on two and there is no dierence on three domains. Later in this section we show that the Bayes metric has an undesirable property which may explain its relatively poor performance on those two domains. At eleven descriptions, Bayes does better than Lsc on only the King-Rook-King 160,20 task, and worse on DNA and Mesh domains. That is, as the number of descriptions is increased, there is an equalization between the algorithms. The DNA accuracy scores are produced by leave-one-out testing which is known to have high variance. This variance is especially pronounced when there are many ways to learn equally good rules. These factors may explain the dierence between Lsc Table 2 shows that as the number of descriptions is increased, it becomes more likely that the ratio above will exceed 9, allowing correct classications on examples of class Mesh. In summary, using non-uniform priors always helps or has no eect. It has its greatest eect when the number of models is low. Another issue to examine is whether weighting models by their posterior probabilities has an advantage over using uniform probabilities. According to equation 8, if uniform probabilities are used, the process of summing evidence for class i is equivalent to adding up the Laplace accuracy estimates for representative rules for class i. If non-uniform probabilites are used, however, the summation becomes a weighted sum. Table 2 shows that at eleven concept descriptions, there is no signicant advantage to weighting the descriptions by their probabilities except for the lymphography domain. This suggests that weighting models does not yield a signicant advantage given the stochastic method for generating models.
We now analyze the Mesh domain for which learning multiple descriptions does not seem to help. To maintain compatability with Dzeroski and Bratko ( [8] ), a single ve-fold cross-validation (CV) trial was used for testing. Unfortunately, this testing methodology is inferior to that of multiple independent trials because only one pass is made over the data and this leads to high variance. This is particularly inappropriate when learning descriptions stochastically, but we maintain this test methodology to allow comparability with previous work. This high variance particularly aects the accuracies for one stochastically learned description and therefore we will restrict our analysis to comparing ve and eleven descriptions. As the number of descriptions increases from ve to eleven, there is a relatively larger increase in the coverage of rule sets for Non-mesh than for Mesh. Accordingly the accuracy on Mesh does not increase by much. This is to be expected from a data modeling point of view. There are more training examples of Non-mesh. gain between ((p; 0); (p 0 0p; n 0 )) and ((p+1; 0); (p 0 0p01; n 0 )) will get larger in favor of ((p; 0); (p 0 0 p; n 0 )). Because this behavior favors breaking o fewer examples of one class, it will lead to more complex and less accurate concept descriptions.
Multiple rule sets versus multiple rules
Although the multiple rules approach of Kononenko et al. ( [12] ) on the relational concept of \illegality" in the King-Rook-King domain provides a basis for comparing the multiple rules and multiple rule sets approaches, their algorithm is disadvantaged by not being able to learn relational rules. For instance, they only obtain an accuracy of 82.9% with one thousand training examples whereas HYDRA with just one hundred examples obtains 96.8%. Given the standard set of background concepts for learning the concept of \illegality" in this domain the target description contains rules that are relational and that have no good attribute-value approximation. To provide a fairer comparison of multiple rule sets to multiple rules, we adapt HYDRA to produce HYDRA-R which stochastically learns multiple concept descriptions, each description consisting of one rule. To encourage learning rules for all disjuncts, a learned rule is only retained if its syntactic form diers from all previously learned rules. If in twenty attempts, a new rule cannot be found, learning for that class is concluded. For the task of learning \illegality" from 320 examples and counter-examples corrupted with 20% class noise, HYDRA-R obtained an accuracy of 87.9% which is statistically lower than the 94.7% obtained by HYDRA-MM. Because HYDRA-R learns rules rather than rule sets, we decided to let HYDRA-R learn 11 2 r rules in order to compete with HYDRA-MM with eleven rule sets, where r denotes the average number of rules in a rule set produced by HYDRA during deterministic learning. The large dierence in accuracy between HYDRA-R and HYDRA-MM suggests that HYDRA-R was unable to eectively learn the minor disjuncts and that if there are minor disjuncts in the concept, it is better to use the multiple rule sets approach.
7.3
Multiple recursive concept descriptions Previous work in learning multiple concept descriptions has been restricted to concepts expressible in attribute-value form. The following task requires learning a recursive rule which cannot be approximated using attribute-value rules or decision trees using the given set of background concepts. The document block classication task ( [9] ) takes as input a variable corresponding to a region (block) of an optically-scanned document and determines whether that region contains the date of the document. This task requires learning some approximation of the following rule: date-block(X) :-to-the-right(X,Y), date-block(Y) The extensional denition of date-block is used during learning. During testing, in order to determine whether the literal date-block(Y) has the truth value true, the extensional denition is not used. Rather, the learned description for date-block is used. In HYDRA-MM, the recursive call has the following semantics. Assume that the rule above is part of the i-th concept description. It returns true if the i-th concept description would have classied the example bound to Y as a date-block.
The recursive call cannot use voting among concept descriptions because that would violate the independence of the concept descriptions as required for using the evidence combination method (equation 1). Table 2 shows that classications made by combining evidence from multiple descriptions of a recursive concept are more accurate than those made by a single description. 7.4 Comparison to previous work On the DNA promoters task, the 92.5% accuracy obtained here is higher than for any symbolic method (ID3 or C4.5) and equal to that of standard neural-net backpropagation ( [20] ). KBANN ( [20] ) which can take advantage of prior knowledge (in the form of a set of partially correct rules) gets 96%. On the mesh domain, HYDRA-MM with ls-content learns rules that cover some negative examples and this explains why its accuracy is much higher than that for GOLEM (29%) reported in Dzeroski and Bratko ([8] ). However, we believe this eect is due to a limitation of testing solely on examples of one class.
On the King-Rook-King domain, the multiple rules approach of Kononenko et al. ([12] ) can only achieve 82.9% with 1000 examples whereas HYDRA with 100 examples achieves 96.8% primarily because it can learn relational descriptions and because this concept contains small disjuncts for which the multiple rule sets approach is more appropriate.
Conclusions
There are three major results of this work. First, our experiments show that learning multiple descriptions is most useful when there are many, equally good rules to learn for the classes in the data. This is measured by the percentage of occasions that more than one candidate has the highest gain. This opens up the possibility that a learning program could decide how many descriptions to build as a function of the number of tied candidates. The second result is that combining evidence from rule sets in a manner consistent with Bayesian theory is a general tool for improving accuracy over that of a single, deterministically learned concept description. Learning multiple descriptions can be used as a general tool to boost accuracy, by adding randomization to an existing learning algorithm. The results also show that increasing the number of descriptions leads to increased accuracy. Finally, we show that for some domains, multiple rule sets have an advantage over multiple rules in that they allow each disjunct to be modeled several times and they also allow all disjuncts to be modeled at least once. Future directions in this area include ways to determine how many descriptions to learn and ways to increase the comprehensibility of multiple concept descriptions.
